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Job Description
#

Required Information

1
2

Role
Required Skill Set

3
4
5

No of Requirements
Desired Experience Range
Location of Requirement

Type
Reporting To Which Role
Size of the Team, if any
Reporting to this Role
Flexibility
Role

Details of The Project(A short
Briefing on the Project may
be attached with this
document for candidate‐
briefing). It may be shared
with external stakeholders
like job‐agencies etc.

Details
Lead Digital Workplace
Experience in anIT or FMCG company in
project management or leadership role or
lead a team of product designers,
implementation of workplace related ideas
to inculcate creativity in people.
1
8 to 12 Years of overall experience
Ahmedabad

Details of The Role (For Candidate Briefing)
Gujarat Branch Head
TBD
Short travels to various TCS locations as required
Play a visible role in a strategic initiative (Vivacious TCS) for the
company to create an impact on 270,000 and growing consumers
within the company. A lifetime opportunity to create an impact at
an organization level.
Vivacious TCS is a strategic initiative to create the organization of
the future which is dynamic, full of life, high energy and socially
connected. To achieve this we are focused on a culture change,
simplification of processes, building a social platform and number
of mobile applications which will help associates to sense, adapt
and respond with agility to customer, fellow associate needs and
to perform their roles in the company with greater joy and
satisfaction. Given this charter, the role Of Lead Digital Workplace
is to create strategy and be responsible for creating the work
place of the future using digital technologies, and approaches
which lends to creating a differentiated and relevant work place
for the associates. The role requires engaging with the leadership
team to continuously define the art of the possible, with
associates (consumers) across different locations, roles, and
business functions to create a unique experience.

Interested are requested to contact placement@nid.edu / sujitha@nid.edu for more
information.
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